
 

 
 

 

 

 

Recent research at a local museum unearthed a copy 

of a letter written from Scotland in 1981 to local New 

Zealand veteran Allan Jupp.  This wonderfully 

descriptive letter describes a little of the Folboat 

Section exploits in WWII including the rescue of 

Allan and many other New Zealand serviceman from 

Crete by the submarine Torbay.  

  

The letter’s author, Scotsman George Bremner, was 

one of the first trained in the British Navy’s Folboat 

Section on the Isle of Arran in 1940.  Their task was 

to land Folboat canoes before commando landings to 

pinpoint objectives and arrange landing lights to 

guide landing craft to the correct point on a beach. 

George was with the Torbay off Benghazi, Libya 

when the submarine was ordered to the south coast 

of Crete following reports of large numbers of 

Commonwealth troops roaming the area after 

escaping or avoiding capture by the Germans.   

 

George was the only Folboat Section member on 

board and had a two-seater rubberized canvas, 

wooden-framed canoe. When the submarine 

surfaced that night the sea was very rough with an 

off-shore wind. To quote George: 

 

“When Lieutenant Commander Miers ordered me to 

proceed ashore I refused to leave the sub and Miers 

became very angry and shouted on the intercom for 

his revolver to shoot me for mutiny.  I was already 

armed with an automatic and tommy gun so he 

changed his mind. We argued for some time and after  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

studying the charts, I agreed to try to paddle ashore 

behind a headland to give me some shelter from the 

swell and wind.  The elements were so bad that I 

drifted out to sea and after a considerable time Miers 

panicked and began flashing lights towards the beach 

thinking I was lost. 
 

 
Men of RMBPD prepare a Mark I** for launch from a 

submarine in 1943 (photo Royal Marines Museum). From SBS 
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“By this time, I was further out to sea than the sub 

and it took about three hours, paddling backwards 

and lying as low as possible to avoid the wind, to 

approach the beach. My shoulder blades were badly 

bruised by my back support for the canoe and I was 

mad with Miers for possibly alerting German patrols 

with his signaling lamp. I saw dim shapes which 

turned out to be a group of Cretan youngsters who, 

by sign language and a little Greek, informed me that 

there were a number of Commonwealth soldiers 

hiding in nearby monasteries. They went to tell the 

soldiers of a boat waiting to take them off after we 

had arranged identity calls – they would bark like a 

dog and I would mew like a cat - as German troops 

were very active in the area.” 

 

 
Stock photo 

 

“My first encounter with our soldiers was when I 

ambushed two tall Kiwis and a short stout Aussie 

who were very cool when I stuck my tommy gun 

forward and shouted to them in German to get their 

hands up.  They did this in a lazy manner but looked 

so tired that they couldn’t care less at that particular 

time. I ferried them off in my canoe, one at a time, 

together with about 40 others, including Cretans and 

Greeks. 

 

“On the second night I landed alone again and ferried 

about 35 including a high ranking Greek officer who 

was so large that he had to sit in the gunnels of the 

canoe, making it very difficult to keep the canoe 

upright.  Meanwhile the crew had been on the radio 

to Naval HQ in Alexandria and were told the Greek  

 

 

 

forces did not want this General taken off.  I then had 

the difficult task of taking this very angry man back 

to shore but I was fringe to the politics of the case. 

 

“When I landed alone on the third night I could see 

that word had spread like wildfire and there appeared 

to be over 100 Commonwealth troops on the landing 

beach.  Some were making quite a noise, with a 

particular British Major shouting the odds and 

claiming seniority. Miers had ordered me to shoot 

any troops who refused to obey orders so I told him 

if he didn’t stop shouting I would shoot, which 

quickly shut him up.  I paddled back to the sub with 

one passenger and reported to Miers that it would 

take all night, suggesting that if he could take the sub 

inshore as close as possible I could take a rope with 

life belts attached ashore, tie it to rocks and so enable 

non-swimmers and not-so-strong swimmers to pull 

their way along the rope to get to the Torbay.  Strong 

swimmers made their own way. I continued to ferry 

off non-swimmers one at a time while part-

swimmers held the bow and stern of the canoe. 

 

“My recollection of the operation was that it ran very 

smoothly and I was glad when I found you all aboard 

the sub heading for Alexandria.  I was so tired I could 

hardly see and fell fast asleep for a considerable 

period.  When I woke I started checking up on all the 

rescued to be sure none were requiring attention but 

you were all so relieved to be free once more that all 

the discomfort of the sub was nothing compared with 

your experiences on Crete.   
 
“It was at this time that I discovered that all the 

Greeks and Cretans whom I had ferried aboard were 

no longer with us and the crew told me they had been 

instructed to throw them overboard to make room for 

all the Commonwealth troops.  I was saddened to feel 

that some of my efforts had been wasted as they had 

been so brave and helpful to me during the operation.  

Some of them were clubbed when they refused to be 

moved from the sub.  It also accounted for the fact 

that when I made my last trip ashore to check if there 

were any soldiers left on the beach, a band of Greeks 

and Cretans tried to club me and smash the canoe as 

I paddled through the surf into deeper water.  
Fortunately, I felt something was wrong and was 

alerted to trouble.  I suspect a number of them were  
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those who had been thrown overboard previously 

without my knowledge.” 

 

George Bremner’s many canoe trips helped to rescue 

125 soldiers (62 Kiwis), although his own estimate 

was 100. He was delighted to be informed of the 

official tally by Allan.  He ends his letter by saying 

he often wonders how many men were still alive 

from those rescued by the Torbay over those three 

nights in August 1941. 

 

George also recalls other operations: “delivering 

supplies, canvas shoes, medicine on different parts of 

Greece”, plus rescuing POWs. While submarine 

commanders said they made full reports on Folboat 

operations, subsequent research shows this was often 

not the case because the unit was so small with no 

real war establishment and, “We had difficulty in 

getting our promotion recorded and obtaining pay 

from the paymaster in Alex when we went ashore.” 

 
(Reprinted from New Zealand Sea Camoeist No. 164 April – 

May 2013)    
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Some Background 

The Special Boat Section (SBS) was founded in July 

1940 by a Commando, Roger Courtney, on the Isle of 

Arran in Scotland. He was unsuccessful in his initial 

attempts to convince his superiors that his idea of a 

folding kayak brigade would be effective. To 

demonstrate its’ potential, he decided to infiltrate an 

infantry landing ship anchored in the River Clyde. 

Courtney paddled to the ship, climbed aboard 

undetected, wrote his initials on the door to the 

captain’s cabin, and stole a deck gun cover. He 

presented the soaking cover to a group of high-

ranking Royal Navy officers meeting at a nearby 

Inverary hotel. He was promoted to Captain, given 

command of 12 men, the first Special Boat 

Service/Special Boat Section. 

The folboats were used in various capacities (e.g., 

reconnaissance, raids) throughout the war in the 

Aegean, European and Pacific theaters. There were 

various models including one-, two-, three- and four-

person boats. Over 1,000 folboats were made for the 

Australian military alone. 

- Wikipedia 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
All photos: Rick Wiebush

 

Overview 

 

Utah’s Green River is one of the most spectacular 

paddling destinations in the U.S. It has two distinct 

sections: the northern section loved by whitewater 

paddlers, and the southern section, near Moab, that is 

flat water. This section runs for 100 miles from the 

town of Green River, UT to the river’s confluence  

 

 

with the Colorado River. You paddle through ever 

deepening canyon walls that rise several hundred feet 

above the river. 

 

You can cover the 100 miles in a week fairly easily, 

since the current gives you a nice boost. 
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               A Week on the Green River 

                               Rick Wiebush 



 

 

 

 

This is high desert canyon country and the area where the Ancient Puebloans (Anasazi) lived for hundreds of 

years until their disappearance in the 1300’s. There is evidence of their presence throughout the canyons with 

multiple petroglyph sites and adobe structures that served as homes or grain storage areas. 
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Camp sites are plentiful. Sometimes found down along the river; other times on ledges high above.  
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Sunrise dissipates the chill of the desert night. Note that one of the boats needs to be a canoe if you are going to 

carry the “groover” supplied by the outfitter. It has enough capacity for 6-8 people for a week. Toilet seat 

included. 
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There are a lot of opportunities for side hikes up the canyons. The hikes can be perilous in places (see first pic 

below), but the reward is unparralled sweeping vistas of the desert and canyons. 

 

 
 

 
                               Photo: Marc Webster 
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But the real draw to the trip is paddling through the big-wall canyons! 
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Paddling Film Festival 

Returns to Baltimore 
 
Cross Currents is once again bringing the Reel 

Paddling Film Festival to Baltimore!  It will 

be at UMBCs Recital Hall in the Fine Arts 

Building. It will take place on Saturday March 

28, 2020 from 6 - 9 PM. 

 

This is just the second time the Festival has 

been in Baltimore. Last year’s show was a 

major hit, with people buzzing about it for 

days afterward. This year we will have a 

whole new set of films that will be as good as 

last year’s (I’ve previewed them all.)  People 

who went last year will tell you that the 

cinematography is stunning and the stories 

thrilling, compelling, and moving. 

 

If you are not familiar with it, the festival 

showcases short length films (10 - 20 mins) 

from around the world.  It has been an annual 

event since 2006 and is being shown in more 

than 120 worldwide locations.  Each year 

films are submitted by filmmakers and only 

the best make the cut to be shown as part of 

the festival.   

 

The Films 

 

There will be 10 - 12 films. Most of the films 

will be sea kayaking- or white-water-related. 

There are also one or two white water rafting 

films and one on SUP. Many are about people 

that have pushed to the extremes. Just to give 

you an idea, some of the films are about: 

 Sea kayak exploration of 

Antarctica 

 Sea canoeing in Hawaii 

 A female’s solo descent in the 

Himalayas 

 A crossing from Cuba to Florida 

 SUP western coast of Greenland 

 Team Dagger’s female WW team 

 Playing at Skookumchuck 

You can find out more about the film festival 

here:  https://www.paddlingfilmfestival.com/ 

 
Registration and Cost 

 

The cost is $17.50 for two and one-half hours 

of films. That's just a little more than what you 

would pay for a regular, 90-minute movie. 

 

Formal registration and ticket sales are open 

now. Ticket sales are through Eventbrite. 

There are no tickets sales at the door. 

 

Go here for tickets at Eventbrite:  
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/paddling-film-festival-in-

baltimore-tickets-96759655735 

 

The proceeds (after expenses) will go to the 

Living Classrooms Foundation education 

programs in Baltimore. 
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Kayaking.  It’s a water sport. Right?  Purchase a 

kayak, PFD, paddle, find a nice body of water and 

you’re set.  You may think you’re having fun, but 

the fun begins when you take away the water. 

Whhhaattt? 

Roll back 6 years, when I first did a kayak camping 

trip in the 10,000 Islands in Florida.  I had been 

kayaking about two years, on and off, and hiking in 

my area.  I had purchased this great book on making 

backpacking meals by using a dehydrator but had 

never taken the plunge to try anything.  Freshly 

enrolled on Meetup.com I found what I dreamed of:  

a winter trip in sunny Florida combining kayaking 

and camping where I could test my meal making 

skills.  I didn’t hesitate to join up. 

I spent four weeks planning and dehydrating food 

for the trip.  My palate was fairly limited to quinoa, 

edamame, sweet corn and green beans.  I threw in 

some ground beef and white fish and on a whim 

tried sauerkraut.  I planned to supplement the meals 

with avocados and of course would bring the 

ubiquitous granola bars.  When I was done, I had 10 

pounds of dried food which, along with some dry 

bags and gear, I had shipped to Sweetwater Kayaks 

in St. Petersburg so it would arrive ahead of me. 

Confident I had the food thing covered, I packed all 

the kayaking clothing I had, a four person tent I 

could stand in, ground cloth, down sleeping bag 

good to 15 degrees and enough outerwear and 

clothing to wear a different outfit each day.  Of 

course, I wouldn’t want to wear the same thing 

every day as it might get wet and never dry out, and 

god forbid I was cold sleeping in the evening.  

Besides, since I had dehydrated all my meals, I 

would have tons of space to pack other things in my 

kayak. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10,000 Islands camp. Photo: Rick Wiebush 

Lucky for me, my kayak did not leak on this trip. 

The mental cartoon of it blowing up from 

rehydrating the food inside the boat still haunts me.  

As It ended up, I had enough food for everyone on 

the trip, not that they wanted any of it, and in the 

end gave the extra away rather than transporting it 

home.  The recipient was actually quite thrilled to 

have it.  I don’t think we ever heard from him again 

after that trip.  Still living? Hopefully I did not help 

in his demise. 

Fast forward 6 years and its déjà vu all over again.  

Meetup.com alerted me to a six-day kayak camping 

trip in the Adirondacks at Saranac Lake. 

Unfortunately, I would have to miss the Kiptopeke 

Symposium, but this trip was a chance to enlist my 

meal making skills once again.   I signed up and 

invited my husband to join me.   
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                         Just Add Water 

                               Debbie Anderson 



 

 

Out came my dehydrator. This time I embarked on 

preparing more unique ingredients to make meals 

like spring rolls with shrimp and carrot salad, corn 

and crab (imitation) soup, quinoa beef stew with 

peppers, chili with mixed vegetables and scrambled 

eggs with a polenta base.  After 35 years of 

marriage, this trip just might be the straw that broke 

the camel’s back if the food sucked.  My husband 

put his entire trust in me allowing full control over 

the meal planning.  But hey, I had this thing nailed, 

and this year I would have a diversified menu. 

 

Before: dehydrator with shrimp, cocktail sauce, scrambled 

eggs. Photo: Debbie Anderson 

 

Before: imitation crab sticks. Photo: Debbie Anderson 

 

 

 

After. Photo: Debbie Anderson 

The trip was an outstanding success, and I am still 

happily married.  We feasted on gourmet meals 

with minimal meal prep and clean up.   I scaled 

down my belongings to fit into one kayak, secretly 

knowing I could use space in my spouse’s boat. But 

in the end, I didn’t need to enlist his help.  

Not only was the food good, but I learned a lot of 

other useful things as well. I learned how to hang a 

bear bag, or should I say 4 of them on one rope.  I 

still have a fear of not having enough food (hence 

so many food bags) or dry warm clothing with me, 

although having a dry suit does help out some.  (If 

only I could learn how to properly work the zipper 

so that it doesn’t leak.)  I learned that Nalgene 

bottles filled with boiling water will keep your toes 

toasty when your sleeping bag isn’t warm enough, 

and your human heater is in a separate tent. I 

learned (again) that it definitely helps to know how 

much water you need to add back to make your food 

edible.  Oh and by the way, if you’ve never used 

rice paper for spring rolls before, a kayak trip is not 

the place to learn. 

If this style of food prep and eating interests you, 

BackpackingChef.com  is my go to website for 

information and recipes. You can sign up for free 

monthly newsletter. 
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(Ed Note: the following is excerpted from Wayfinding  

By M.R. O’Connor, St. Martin’s Press, New York. 2019) 

 

“…nature sometimes chooses for the most fervent 

and driven seekers, producing animals propelled by 

impulses and longings and the biological hardware 

to undertake epic journeys. Consider monarch 

butterflies that fly south to central Mexico on 

stained-glass wings for the winter and then return 

twenty-five hundred miles to feed and lay eggs on 

milkweed plants. … Monarch migrations cover so 

much distance that they eclipse a single life span. 

Butterflies that depart on the expedition die along 

the way and it’s their great-grandchildren who 

complete the journey. Biologists call this a one-way 

migration: individuals travel in one direction but the 

population as a whole completes a circle. How do 

these organisms’ grandchildren, who have never 

made the journey before, know where to go? 

 

The mystery isn’t limited to lepidoptera. Fifty 

different species of dragonflies fly along routes that 

are so distant, the insects die before the end of the 

journey and their desendants complete it.  

 

Aphids, maybe the world’s least-appreciated 

migrants, inhabit a host plant in the spring and 

summer before producing young that that fly to a 

different plant to mate and produce egs. When these 

new aphids hatch, they fly back to the original 

plant, their grandparents home, even though they 

have never been there before. Scientists strive to 

understand the assortment of mechanisms that gives 

these organisms such navigational certitude. 

Meanwhile, I envy their lack of existential 

wavering, the ability to always know where they 

belong and how to get there.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo: University of California, Davis 

 
Photo: San Diego Zoo 

 

 
Photo: Purdue University 
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           Advanced Navigation 

                      M. R. O’Connor   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Charging: Oregon Coast 
 

Photo: Bill Vonnegut 
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      Photos of the Month 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Crashing: California Coast 

 
Photo: Bruce Beck 
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Calming: Chesapeake Bay 

 
Photo: Mark Baskeyfield 
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So there I was - being pounded by dumping waves 

in the Atlantic Ocean.  The break was so fast and so 

hard that I barely had a chance to take a breath 

before being pummeled again by the next set.  My 

kayak was nowhere in sight (I had lost it after a 

failed roll).  There was an outgoing tide, gale force 

off-shore winds, I was getting very cold, and there 

was no answer to my whistle or attempted radio 

communications with my fellow paddling 

partners.…  

 

As I pondered my situation and how I should 

proceed, the thought that came to mind is “This is 

REAL.” 

 

A little background: I decided to take a 

camping/kayaking trip to Florida with two of my 

dear kayaking friends. After much planning and 

discussion, we decided on a day-one goal of 

paddling around Little Talbot Island, a barrier island 

on the Atlantic, east of Jacksonville.  Upon arrival, 

the weather went from the predicted bad to perfectly 

awful.  Winds were not favorable to our paddle at 

25mph gusting to 35 offshore, plus an outgoing tide.  

We had to decide if we were really going to attempt 

this circumnavigation. 

 

After careful consideration we decided to go. This 

decision was based on the fact that we had paddled 

together many times and were confident we could 

handle the conditions.  In addition, we had all (on 

multiple occasions) paddled in winds of this 

strength, and we all had extensive ocean paddling 

experience. In addition, we all had attended both 

basic and rough water rescue training classes, and 

were very comfortable working together as a group.  

We also all had the appropriate safety gear and 

appropriate clothing.  We discussed dress for the 

trip and all agreed that even though the air 

temperature would reach 81degrees, we would wear 

dry suits due to the relatively cold water (upper 

60’s). 

 

We decided to paddle a counter-clockwise route to 

take advantage of the outgoing tide from the St. 

George inlet, and a push from the SW winds.  With 

a plan and a ‘go’ decision, we proceeded to the 

launch and loaded our kayaks. However, right 

before we got on the water something niggled at the 

back of my mind, and a bit of an uneasy feeling 

came over me.  Were we really ready for this?  Had 

we taken every precaution necessary to ensure a 

safe trip?  Even though we had paddled in super 

strong winds may times in the past, this was an 

unfamiliar environment.   

 

The questions that came to mind were many.  First, 

were we all crystal clear on our plan of action if 

something did go wrong? Were we on the same 

page about how to execute this plan, on this 

particular trip, in this new environment?   

 

 
         Photo; Kendra Tuck 

 

I decided to err on the side of caution, and requested 

we do one more pre-paddle checklist.  I have seen 

complacency trip up even very experienced 

paddlers one too many times.  So at the risk of 

looking like the ‘safety geek’ I requested that we go  
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                   Training Pays:  

     Incident at the Fort George Inlet 

                   Kendra Sieber Tuck   



 

 

 

over, one more time, our gear check and exact 

safety plan.  First we (re)checked our equipment: 

 

 Radios: Got on the same channel and tested 

for volume. 

 Whistles: Made sure they were out and 

readily available.  We decided that if we 

were out of our boat we would blow our 

whistle to communicate. 

 Gear:  Did everyone have a spare paddle 

(secured correctly), a paddle float, a bilge 

pump and a sponge. 

.   

 

Second, we reviewed our emergency plan one last 

time: 

   

 What was the name of the boat landing we 

were launching from?  

 What was the name of the river we were on?  

In unfamiliar areas these small details are  

 

 

 

 

 

 

often not communicated, and it is assumed 

the leader has all the necessary information.   

Not very helpful if you need to call for 

assistance and cannot articulate your 

location. 

 

 If one of us got knocked out and missed a 

roll, we were to try to get to shore or float 

back to a calm area past the break. We 

discussed how difficult it is to perform a 

rescue in the surf. 

 

 

So off we went.  As we neared the mouth of the 

Fort George river we approached huge water where 

the strong ebb met the ocean.  I contemplated 

aborting because the conditions (as seen from the 

water) were bigger than they had appeared from our 

visual pre-paddle assessment on land.  I was 

pondering what our best line through the soup 

should be, and if there was even a good option.  

However, before I could gather my friends to make 

a plan they had both moved away, picking their own 

lines, and out of earshot.  

 

 
                       Little Talbot Island and Ft. George Inlet. Top Spot maps 
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Almost immediately I heard a whistle (our pre-

determined signal for a swimmer).  I turned around 

to see who it was, got hit by a wave, missed my roll, 

and had my boat ripped out of my hands by the 

force of the next wave.  The waves were coming so 

hard and fast that my glasses were ripped from my 

neck, and I could barely catch my breath before 

another wave was on top of me.  After a couple of 

minutes, I was able to manage to blow my whistle, 

but I had no idea if my friend was back in his boat, 

if the third person was alright, or even where I was 

located in relation to the land.  As the minutes 

ticked away I began to realize the seriousness of my 

situation and debated if it was time for a call to the 

Coast Guard for assistance.   

 

A moment before I pulled the trigger for assistance, 

I saw one of my friends paddling toward me.  I 

coached her to have me hold the back of her boat as 

she (attempted) to paddle us to shore.  However, the 

strength of the outgoing tide was so strong it was 

VERY slow progress, and she was fatiguing 

quickly.  At this point I had lost most feeling in my 

hands (I have severe Raynaud’s syndrome) and was 

having a hard time holding on to her kayak.  I 

decided to wrap my feet around her kayak, and she 

then had a lot of drag on the boat.  I counted her off 

to help her keep pace because the minute she 

slowed, we lost all headway.  In addition, we were 

both very concerned for our third friend.  We had 

no idea where he was, and no idea if he was back in 

his boat.  Repeated attempts to raise him on his 

radio were met with silence.  I was starting to feel 

increasingly uneasy about my personal physical 

condition as my time in the water dragged on and 

the cold sensation increased. 

 

 
Ft. George inlet on a nice day. Stock photo 

 

 

Miraculously, and without having figured out how 

this one happened (true “Hand of God?”), we 

eventually saw my kayak floating a bit ahead—

seeming to be waiting just for us.  My friend 

managed to get me close to it, but was unable to 

assist a re-entry due to the rough conditions.  I 

could not grip my paddle and, therefore, a re-enter 

and roll was out of the question.  My hands were so 

useless I couldn’t even deploy a paddle float.  At 

this moment the word “commit” came to mind.   

 

Thanks to an excellent incident management and 

deep water rescue training last year at the Oceans 

19 event, I was prepared for this moment.  I had 

been trained that during an emergency situation 

sometimes the only option is to “commit” to the  

task and do it quickly.  I knew my only option was a 

quick scramble and I had to do it fast.  If my friend 

went for a swim while waiting for me, we would 

both be in serious trouble.  I took a few deep, 

calming breaths, kept my eyes on the horizon for 

stability, and talked myself (yes, audibly) through  

the process.  Once back in my kayak I had to leave 

it flooded.  Again, my hands were unable to use the 

pump, my friend couldn’t help due to the rough 

conditions, and I couldn’t manage to re-skirt myself 

anyway.  Once back in my kayak (thanks to 

practicing self-rescues ad nauseum), we now faced 

the task of getting back to shore through very rough 

surf…. 

 

Again, training came into play with how to proceed.  

During my L3 ICE I had the opportunity to refine 

backwards “un-surfing” i.e. controlled paddling in 

reverse toward shore while facing the on-coming 

waves.  We spent a bit of time on this, and I believe 

I really dialed in this skill.  Because of my 

predicament (frozen hands, boat full of water, 

new(ish)-to-the-surf zone-friend I was with), I 

chose this method to reach the shore.  It was 

excruciatingly slow, but by far the best choice.  We 

could see the oncoming breaking waves, paddle into 

them, then make some progress paddling backwards 

until the next one.  Slowly we progressed and 

finally made it to shore. 

 

My third friend was waiting for us—he had 

managed to do a paddle float re-enter and roll and 
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had reached shore just moments before us.  He said 

he had heard my radio calls but was unable to 

respond or assist since he was paddling a very 

unstable boat full of water and couldn’t remove his 

hands from the paddle for fear of going over again. 

 

Once we all had a chance to catch our breath, warm 

up and calm down we had to make a plan about 

how to proceed.  We had been blown about a fourth 

of the way up the Little Talbot ocean-side coastline 

due to the strength of the wind. The option of 

paddling back to our start point against the 

increasing wind, and back through the soup at the 

mouth of the inlet we had just negotiated, was not 

an option.   

 

 
Photo: Kendra Tuck 

 

We went back out and had a quartering tail wind of 

a consistent 25mph (and gusting much stronger).  It 

was exceptionally difficult to control our kayaks, 

and the swells were increasing to six feet.  Even 

though we tried to stay close we were often out of 

visual contact.  After about a half hour we decided 

to go to shore and re-assess.  At this point we were 

close to the northern tip of the island, and we made 

the decision to portage our kayaks for the remainder 

of the ocean-side paddle.  We were fatigued both 

mentally and physically, and wind was continuing 

to intensify.  Despite the great progress we were 

making with the wind at our backs we decided to err 

on the side of caution. 

 

 

 

 

The second half of our trip was INTO this 

incredible wind.  Difficult for sure, but not at all 

dangerous, since we were on the inside of the island 

on a creek protected from the chaotic ocean. A story 

of endurance for another article! 

 

My friends and I have spent a lot of time discussing 

this incident after the fact, and seem to be in 

agreement on two major points.  First, despite the 

fact that we faced a very challenging situation we 

are still glad we undertook this endeavor.  We came 

away with more experience, knowledge of our weak 

points and where our strengths lay.   Most 

importantly, however, we had an increased 

appreciation for the importance of safety training.  

We all are in agreement that Training Pays!!!  And 

once you learn a skill you need to practice, practice 

again, and then practice more.  Without our training 

we might NOT have:  

 

 Checked the weather and wind direction  

 Formulated and implemented a safety plan 

 Checked gear 

 Dressed appropriately 

 Been skilled with self-rescues 

 Known how to ‘un-surf’ 

 Known how to stay calm under pressure 

 

Second to this emphasis on the importance of 

training, and the necessity of practicing these skills, 

we all agree on one other thing.  And that is that 

there needs to be more education (at all levels) on 

the importance of trip planning.  Although we 

thought we had covered all the basics (charts 

laminated and on our decks, weather consulted, 

safety plan in place etc.), we had underestimated 

one critical piece of the planning stage.  We did not 

give much thought about how this circumnavigation 

might be different from the many trips around 

islands we had previously taken in our hometown of 

Charleston, SC.  The way inlets meet the ocean are 

not all the same, and there are many other variables 

we did not consider.  In hindsight, I believe my 

initial uneasy feeling was due to the fact that I had 

never paddled this route before, and was unfamiliar 

with its personality and characteristics.  The wind in 

itself was not the concern, it was venturing into an  
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unknown area.  It would have been well advised to 

consult with locals (shops, tour companies, or local  

instructors) who had paddled our proposed route in 

the past.  Local advice is often invaluable 

information, and we did not think to pull on this 

resource.  Had we done this we would have been 

aware of the conditions at the mouth of the inlet, 

and how the current would interact with the 

sandbars and wind at various stages of ebb or flood.   

 

I will personally take from this incident a more 

active role in teaching risk management, Not just 

from a ‘gear, route, and wind’ standpoint.  I will 

incorporate elements of risk management into even 

my most basic rescue training, and step it up as the 

level of training increases.  In addition, I believe 

that this would be an excellent skill to teach at all 

levels of instruction.   Instructors often focus on 

‘hard skills’ and do not stress the importance of 

solid decision making.  We need to not only touch 

on this topic, but make it a priority in training.  I 

hope this article will be used as an example of how 

just a little more preparation in knowing the venue 

would have better equipped our group for a safer 

and more enjoyable expedition.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Route around Little Talbot: Incident apparent in SE corner 

 

 

 

 

  

Dates Event Location Sponsor Website/Contact 

3/13 – 

3/15 

Canoeacopia Madison, WI Rutabaga 

Paddlesports 

darrenb@rutabaga.com 

3/28 Paddling Film Festival Baltimore, 

UMBC 

Cross Currents Crosscurrentsseakayaking.com 

3/27 – 

3/29 

East Coast Paddlesports 

Symposium 

Charleston, SC Charleston 

Parks 

Ccprc.com 

5/1 – 5/3 Oceans 20 Carolina Beach, 

NC 

Chris Rezac chrisrezac.wixsite.com/kayako

ceans 

6/19 – 

6/22 

Adirondack Paddling 

Symposium 

Old Forge, NY Mountainman 

Outdoor Supply 

Adkpaddlingsymposium.com 

7/15 – 

7/19 

Great Lakes Sea Kayak 

Symposium 

Grand Marais, 

MI 

The Power of 

Water 

greatlakesseakayaksymposium

.net/ 

9/23 – 

9/24 

ACA L3 Trip Leader 

Training/Assessment 

Cape Charles, 

VA 

Cross Currents Crosscurrentsseakayaking.com 

9/25 – 

9/27 

Kiptopeke Sea 

Kayaking Symposium 

Cape Charles, 

VA 

Cross Currents Crosscurrentsseakayaking.com 

Upcoming Events 
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Why surf a sea kayak?  Because it’s fun, and 

because knowing how to surf your sea kayak means 

you can go further, faster and through more 

challenging conditions than you might otherwise 

go.  Surfing practice helps develop your balance, 

efficiency, and boat control.  

 

Both the BCU and ACA have courses designed to 

help you learn to surf a kayak, but both place heavy 

reliance on short boats.  There are reasons for this. 

Short boats, (whitewater, or surf-specific kayaks) 

really are better suited for surfing. They are easier 

to turn and in some cases to roll. They can do flat 

spins and vertical moves (at least more easily) and 

they can surf waves of a certain size and steepness 

that would be dangerous in a sea kayak. 

 

What short boats cannot do is take you far from 

shore quickly, at least not without current to help 

you along.  Short boats are slow.  When the shore 

break is dumping or too crowded with swimmers 

and board surfers, short boats are a poor choice for 

getting out to smoother, less crowded waves further 

from shore. Even if you have the time and stamina 

to get you there, recovery in the event of a swim can 

be very difficult, since short boats are not 

commonly equipped with bulkheads or deck lines.  

Finally, if you enjoy long jaunts by sea kayak, that’s 

what you are likely to be paddling when many 

surfing opportunities arise.  If you save all your 

surfing for short boats, you’ll miss out on much of 

the fun. 

 

So what is it we need to know about surfing sea 

kayaks that is different from surfing short boats?  

Well, choice of surfing locations, for starters, but 

also wave selection, the “percentage” maneuvers 

for longer boats and, of course, some safety and 

rescue considerations specific to sea kayaks. 
 

 

 

Surfing location 

 

Choose a spot that allows you and your surfing 

partners to have fun, challenge your skills, and 

leave when you wish.  It should have easy access to 

an area of safe-haven, be relatively free of 

obstructions, offer the right size and shape of wave, 

without excess wind or current and have water 

depth sufficient for a longer boat (pitch-poling off 

the bottom is generally considered poor form).  

 

Some suitable locations are the same ones chosen 

by board surfers and surf kayakers. But river 

mouths and headlands, bar breaks and reef breaks 

located a bit further offshore are areas sea kayakers 

can more easily access and will often have all to 

themselves. These areas offer other advantages as 

well. Surf sessions can be timed around tidal current 

flow to enhance wave shape or to enhance safety. 

And these locations more often have waves that 

break into deep water than onto steep shorelines.  

 

Wave selection 

 

You’ll be looking for shallower wave faces than 

would be needed in a short boat. Short boats need 

steep faces to generate surfing speed. Many green 

waves, with shallow sloping faces that might outrun 

a short boat, can be caught and surfed in a sea 

kayak. These can range in size from foot high “wind 

waves” to the larger ocean waves or the standing 

waves of a tidal race. The wave you can practically 

catch and surf in a sea kayak is more limited by its 

speed and shape than its size.  

 

You’ll want “spilling” rather than “dumping” 

waves. One way to describe a dumping wave is that 

it “breaks full face”. The crest reaches its maximum 

height then falls forward making first contact with 

the trough, bypassing the face altogether. The curl 

of a spilling wave, by contrast, falls onto the face.  
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         Surfing Sea Kayaks 

                   Dale Williams   



 

 

 

 
Shallow, sloping face of tide race wave. Photo: Dale Williams 

 

Dumping waves tend to have very concave faces 

where spilling waves have more convex faces. 

When first learning, you may want to avoid concave 

wave faces when the wavelength is too great for 

your boat to bridge the troughs. At this stage, you're 

not likely to be interested in the vertical maneuvers 

such waves might produce. 

 

 
Dumping wave. Photo: Swellinesmag.com 

 

If you’re surfing someplace where point breaks 

occur (due to a sloping, submerged obstruction 

across the path of the wave energy) you’ll want to 

line up such that you surf down the green face away 

from the breaking part of the crest, aka the “curl”. 

The very best waves for sea kayaks spill 

progressively across the face and have green, 

convex faces that remain convex long enough for 

you to gracefully exit off the back side of the wave. 

The best place to start on such a wave is in the 

“pocket” the green space high on the face just 

forward of the curl. From there, the best “line” is  

 

 

 

 
High in the pocket on a diagonal run, Photo: Bill Vonnegut 

 

run diagonally down and then back up the green 

face, always pointing away from the curl. It takes a 

pretty big wave to get a sea kayak diagonally down 

the face and back up again.  

 

As I write this, imagining what the waves will look 

like at the Tybee Creek River mouth today, I am 

reminded that where such waves are found on 

southeast beaches, there are often a great many 

board surfers. We occasionally find point break 

waves on the sides of elliptical river mouth sand 

bars at certain points in the tide cycle. But more 

often, southeast waves break in multiple and 

changing directions or if they spill, do so at multiple 

points along the crest and not all in the same 

direction. To use a skiing analogy, West coast 

waves are to a giant slalom run what east coast 

waves are to a mogul field. Instead of generally 

following a diagonal line away from the curl, we’re 

more likely to be balanced in freefall on a breaking 

crest or dropping in like opportunistic “aquavores” 

toward the next available low spot. Instead of a 

bottom structure that goes from deep water into a 

sloping, submerged headlands, our bottom structure 

looks roughly like the surface of the moon but is 

more constantly changing.  

 

Maneuvering 

 

Given proper site and wave selection, there is no 

reason why you shouldn’t be able to surf your sea 

kayak under control using four basic strokes: 

forward, reverse, stern rudder and low brace turn.   
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All four require proper trim and edge control, so 

we’ll address these issues first. 

  

1). Trim refers to the fore and aft weighting of the 

kayak. The most common error in surfing sea 

kayaks is excess aft trim.  It’s understandable.  The 

wave picks the stern up first and we intuitively lean 

back in an attempt to raise the bow, but the laws of 

physics are against us.  The force of a wave large 

enough to significantly raise our stern, is far greater 

than we might hope to counter by leaning back with 

the upper half of our bodies (There are better ways 

to level the boat, like edging to engage the plaining 

surface of the bow).  Leaning back does little more 

than keep the boat from turning, which only 

contributes to a disadvantage we started out with in 

the first place; a long boat that doesn’t turn well.  

 

Work on keeping your body centered most of the 

time, and avoid leaning back.  Lean forward when 

you need to drop down the face a bit.  One possible 

exception to the “don’t lean back” rule is when you 

don’t want to catch the wave.  When bow and stern 

are out of the water, leaning back can help you slide 

down the back of the wave. 

 

Timing is a factor, of course, but leaning forward 

(forward trim) helps to catch the wave and helps to 

initiate a change in direction.  Well-timed forward 

trim helps to drop the bow down the face, making 

use of gravity to “catch” the wave. Forward trim 

releases the stern, allowing it to slide over the 

surface of the water.   

 

(Since the wave contacts the stern first, even a 

partially submerged stern will result in a broach, 

side surfing in the soup parallel to the wave. A 

broached boat is not in control.) 

 

2).  Edge refers to rotation of the boat along its 

longitudinal axis. Edging a sea kayak makes it 

shorter. Shorter means slower, but easier to turn. 

Longer is faster but straighter tracking. The shape 

of a sea kayak adds to that relationship. They’re 

straight on the bottom and curved on the sides. 

Upright on their hull they have less resistance and 

so go faster. Put on their sides, the curved bit acts 

 

 

 

 

 

like a brake. When you need to go faster (the wave 

is passing you by), use less edge and when you need 

to slow down (you’re too far down the face), use 

more. When you need to turn (to stay on or get off 

or to surf around an obstacle) use edge. Plan ahead 

to avoid times when you need to both turn and go 

faster. You can’t generally do both.  

 

3).  The forward stroke is your primary tool for 

gaining and maintaining hull speed. Think of hull 

speed as stability and control.  Out of hull speed = 

out of options. Use the forward stroke to keep your 

speed up.  Use it aggressively to punch through the 

waves on your way out.  Use it instead of a brace to 

regain your balance.  Use it to catch a wave or to 

regain hull speed to stay on a wave.  You’ll find that 

you need shorter, quicker strokes in a surfing 

environment.  Shorter paddles with broader faces 

work best. 

 

4).  The reverse stroke is used to power through a 

wave in reverse when you’ve decided a particular 

wave is not the one for you, or to propel yourself 

backward to catch a wave when back surfing. 

You’ll need a reverse stroke you can rely on for 

both power and support.  That will require more 

practice than most paddlers devote to this stroke. 

 

5).  The stern pry is your first choice for making 

minor heading corrections, since it consumes less 

hull speed than the alternatives.   Edge the boat 

slightly to the opposite side of the “on-water” blade.  

For a right turn, rudder right, edge left.  The blade 

should be submerged skinny side down with the 

back face engaged.  The closer the blade is placed 

to the stern, the longer the turn radius, but the less 

speed is sacrificed.  The more perpendicular the 

blade is to the paddler, the shorter the turn radius, 

but the more speed is sacrificed and the less stable 

the maneuver. The stern rudder is a turning stroke 

with a slight breaking component that offers no 

support. Use a light touch. 

 

6) The low brace turn is used when you have 

speed to burn, when you are surfing the face or have 

outrun the wave.  The boat is edged toward the on- 

water blade.  The back face of the paddle is flat on 

the water. The further back you place the blade, the 
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Stern pry with edging. Photo: Rick Wiebush 

 

 

less the boat turns. The closer forward to the 3-9 

line (perpendicular to the paddler) you place the 

blade, the more the boat turns and loses speed. 

Unlike with the stern rudder, such forward 

placement of the blade will not be less stable. To 

come off the wave quickly, convert hull speed into a 

hard turn by performing a low brace turn with blade 

placement at the 3-9 line.  To convert speed to 

stability, place the blade well aft toward 5 or 7 

o’clock.  This will allow you to continue on a 

heading still upright even with the boat on an 

extreme edge (use this to resist pearling or to rise 

back up the wave face). 

 

NOTE.  The high brace is to be avoided in surf 

whenever possible. Even a tight brace close to the 

torso may not provide adequate protection against 

potential shoulder injury. 

 

Safety and rescue considerations 

 

Sea kayak surfing often occurs far from shore.  For 

this reason, it is advisable to surf with other 

paddlers who could assist you in the event of a 

problem. Have a clear plan for communicating, 

avoiding collision and conducting capsize 

recoveries.  All participants should be fully 

equipped to deal with real-time emergencies. 

 

With three or more paddlers, you retain the option 

of a rafted tow, your best option for dealing with a 

sick or injured paddler who could not otherwise stay 

upright in their boat.  

 

You can establish communication signals ahead of 

time if you wish, (you may find that adlib signals 

work just as well), but be aware that any planned 

signals must be usable in the event of rough water, 

and high wind.   

 

A racetrack or similar pattern can be used to 

separate those returning out through the surf from  

those who are attempting to surf in but you may  

find that patterns make things worse if there’s a 

strong wind or current moving laterally to the break.  
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Right of way in areas with point breaks goes to the  

surfer closest to the curl. In areas of confused break, 

the surfer nearest the highest part of the wave has 

priority.  When paddling out, give incoming surfers 

a wide berth.  When surfing in, come off the wave 

to avoid collision. 

 

In the event of the need for an assisted recovery, the 

approach to the swimmer and boat should always be 

from down wave.  Once visual contact is 

established, the permission of the swimmer is 

required for the rescuer to proceed.  Either party 

may deem conditions to be too dangerous for an  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

assisted recovery, in which case the potential 

rescuer should remain as near the swimmer as is 

safely possible, to await a better opportunity when 

conditions have improved.  

 

Minimum safety equipment should include a sea  

worthy boat with deck lines and air tight bulkheads 

fore and aft of the cockpit, a helmet, a good tow 

system with quick release and sufficient line to 

achieve trough to trough separation, clothing for 

extended emersion, emergency signaling devices, a 

VHF radio or cell phone, extra clothing and gear 

necessary to deal with hypothermia or an 

unexpected bivouac.   

 

 

 

 

 
 

Saturday, March 28, 2020 

6-9 PM 

UMBC: Fine Arts Bldg, Recital Hall 
 

Tickets: $17.50 from Eventbrite 

 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/paddling-film-festival-in-baltimore-tickets-96759655735 
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Contributors 

Debbie Andeson – is now an expert at freeze-drying camp food and can feed about 435 people for a 

week with just the food she has in her front hatch. Debbie lives in New Jersey and has done the 

Manhattan circumnavigation about 15 times. 

 

John Gumbley – John has had the privilege of paddling in Greenland, the Antarctic Peninsula, 

Australia  and to a limited extent Canada, but New Zealand is home.  New Zealand provides such a 

variety of choice for kayaking in rivers, lakes and coast.  Wilderness areas like Fiordland are truly 

special including the many accessible offshore islands. Paddling or camping and listening to the 

"dawn chorus" of native birdlife in such environments is magic. 

 

M.R. O’Connor – is a journalist who writes about the politics and ethics of science, technology and 

conservation. Her second book, “Wayfinding: The Science and Mystery of How Humans Navigate the 

World” is an exploration of navigation traditions, neuroscience, and the diversity of human 

relationships to space, time and memory. She lives in Brooklyn, NY. 

 

Kendra Sieber Tuck – is an ACA L3 instructor who lives in Charleston, SC. She runs  KS Kayaking, 

which provides day and overnight tours as well as skills instruction. 

r, who lives in northern New Jersey. 

Rick Wiebush runs Cross Currents Sea Kayaking. He lives in Baltimore and is an ACA L3 IT.   

 

Dale Williams is an ACA L5 ITE who lives on Tybee Island, GA. He runs Sea Kayaking USA, 

importing and distributing SKUK/NDK kayaks, Celtic paddles and Reed clothing and gear. Dale 

teaches high-end surf and rough water classes and provides L4 and l5 instructor training. 

 

Coastbusters welcomes submissions of trip reports, incident descriptions and analyses, skills and 

“how-to” articles, boat and gear reviews, book and video reviews, and photographs.  

We are interested in receiving submissions from all paddlers. It just so happens that many of this 

month’s contributors are instructors. That is not a requirement. 

Articles should be limited to about 750 – 1,000 words and submitted in Word. Photos should be 

submitted in .jpg format. Please send your submissions to Rick Wiebush at 

rwiebush@gmail.com.      

 

Coastbusters is a publication of Cross Currents Sea Kayaking 

mailto:rwiebush@gmail.com

